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Nananananana Thank you Hash-
em! Thank you Hashem! This is not 
just one of Joey’s songs from the 
absolutely incredible concert we 
had this week, rather it is a mitzvah 
that is taught to us in this weeks 
parsha. The pasuk tells us in Perek 
Ches Pasuk Beis, “Remember all 
that I did for you during the years 
in the desert” which means that 
we should remember all the good 
things that Hashem did for us and 
how He took care of us when we 
were in the desert. The Rishonim 
explain that If we must remember 
what was done for our grand-
parents then most certainly it is 
incumbent upon us to realize and 
give thanks for what Hashem has 
done, and currently does for us.  
Sometimes in life it’s easy to 
complain. Yet when we pause for 
a minute and appreciate the good 
that we have In our families (even 
though a younger sibling may be 
annoying sometimes:-) and friends 
(even if they dropped a pass and 
lost the game :-) 
We are fulfilling a mitzvah and 
enriching our lives.  
Big week coming up ahead 
IY”H……
Have a great Shabbos,
Rabbi Kramer  
Shimmy
Ezra
Yosef

I took a survey of 30 Campers (and 
Head Staff) and here’s what Eeshay 
thinks: 

Ez: “What was our best 
chant in Monday’s game?” 

Survey sEz: 
“Where’s Your Phone: 6
“Thats Our Rabbi”: 6 
“The Eeshay Chop”: 5
“You Can Keep Him”: 4
“Damski Defense”: 3
“Hi Azi”: 1

Ez: “If Joey Newcomb were 
a league captain, what 
would his team name be?”

Survey sEz: 
“Pickles”: 8 
“Crunchers”: 7
“Jumping Joeys”: 6
“Heilege Yidden”: 5
“We Play Volleyball Not  
Newcomb”: 1
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Sparks
Of

Survey sEZ Dear Campers. . .

R Alpert- Yehuda Stein, Hillel Wasserlauf

R Fiddle - Simcha Wachsberg,Tuvia Dreyfuss

R Block- Shua Kahn, AM Kramer

R Shulman- Tzvi Schechter, Shai Kruter 

Talmidei HaShavua



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Rosebluam tips it to Glassberg for INT... A Feit leaping TD... Glass blocked punt... Lazarowitz sliding catch... Kovacs massive 
rejection... A Feinsod blocked Strum to another country... Glasser equipped with the brush, clicker, and the “thus” #quali-
fied... Zharkin 99 yd pick six... Sashitzky and Schwartz matching hat tricks... Feit nice pick six... Kovacs tip drill extra point... 
N Lazar jukes Snitow for TD... G Sashitzky spins and falls, gets up, double spin and runs for TD... Ament tips it to himself for 
TD... Dani Freidman plays 2 board games at once... Solomon leaping catch... Sosnay 3 TD... Pieprz big sack... Sosnay last 
second TD to Werblowsky to end the half... Kramer big catch in traffic... Whippersnappers win 43-0 in football... Sosnay 
demolishes... A Schiff throws him out at first from deep right field... S Stein one handed pick... visit from another camp... 
what was it called again?... Chicago Boys... Eeshay wins in staff basketball... Whippersnappers win 10 nothing in baseball... 
A Pieprz 13 straight scoreless innings... Lazarowitz diving catch in left field... N Lazar hitting shots on all 3 levels... Rivkin to 
Kovacs for alley-oop layup... A Muehlgay chases geese away #truehero... A Hahn turns insane double play... Solomon toe 
tap TD... M Cohen doubles to the bushes... Zarkhin homers over the soccer nets... Schechter bare hands a hard hit ground 
ball to third... Zarkhin homers again... A Feit mashing... Rams destroying in baseball... Joey Newcomb... G Sashitzky, S Sheil, 
and D Solomon, degooseify the field... Schmidt mossing people... King Solomon the emotional leader in the locker room... 
Schechter buzzer beater 3 to end half... Richman running slants to perfection... T Schechter 6 threes in a row... 8 total... 
A Hahn great pick six... A Mintz gets the shutout in net... Karfunkel dribbles through the whole defense for the layup... G 
Sashitzky destroying in football... AM Kramer halfcourt pass to Solomon for the layup... A Mehl game saving pick... inter-
camp... Eeshay destroys... Weissman naps on third... Glass shutout sends them to championship... Glassberg HR with slide at 
the plate... Schechter insane rushing TD... championship volleyball goes to 5 games... Rockets 3 tipped TD... until next week

 Older Division Older Division
LizardsLizards  10-410-4
Rams 9-5Rams 9-5

Rockets 6-8Rockets 6-8
Trucks 4-10Trucks 4-10

WBCWBC

Teams W L
Sparks 6 2
Galaxy 5 3
Liberty 3 5
Storm 2 6

Teams W L
Japan 6 1
Israel 4 3

Dominican Repub. 3 4
USA 1 6

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Iceman 10-3-1Iceman 10-3-1

Whips 10-4Whips 10-4
Cement 6-8Cement 6-8
Kings 2-11-1Kings 2-11-1

The Eeshay Wall of Fame. A display of glory and triumph. A mark of history, turning the 
present into the future’s past. What if there was a different wall? A wall dedicated to the 
true fighters of Eeshay. A wall which displays their sacrifice. I introduce to you, the Eeshay 
Wall of Health. Yedidya’s cast, Stein’s helmet, Abramoff’s sling, the canteen’s window 
a”h. These are symbols of sacrifice. Yes, we are a camp of empathy (not e-mpathy, as in 
eeshay-mpathy). We don’t blow visiting camps out by more than 20. We don’t cheer “air-
ball.” We don’t keep playing a 9-1 ping pong match. Most of all, we hold back from certain 
“non-positive” cheers against certain camps and certain directors of those camps. Ehem. 
Ehhhhhemmm.  
Okay, fine. Everyone knows which camp I’m referring to. The one camp we’ve been waiting 
for all summer. The camp one may say (incorrectly) is our rival. The camp where all of our 
pride was on the line... Camp Kevutza! Let’s just say, we weren’t so eeshay-mpathetic, win-
ning 4-1. Oh, and we also played Aish and won. That happened.  
Always on fire,  
Ez

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez

Overheard In Eeshay:
“Do most camps head staff wear suspend-

ers?“


